It is possible and necessary to savor the poetry of a foreign tongue through the translation of its poems and poets. Taken individually, however, these are but the signposts (and the sign-makers) -Campos de Carvalho"s intriguing "pucaros búlgaros" -of an epopee whose protagonist is language itself, manifesting the mysteries of the spirit that nurtures it.
In the case of Bulgaria, there is a special date that spells out this almost magic meaning and marks the beginnings of the poetic journey -"24 May," the day of "Bulgarian Learning, Culture and Education, and Slavonic Literature," also known as Except for the Slavic languages using Cyrillic, I know of no other literature with as many poems dedicated to the "Mother Tongue" and its icon, the Alphabet -perhaps no fewer than those addressed to "Poetry" in other traditions. This particular piety expressed itself in the middle ages in both declamatory and liturgical poetry. The former excelled in orally transmitted folksongs, by far more numerous and richer in content and size, at the time, than the liturgical ones, which, nonetheless, soon grew and flourished as well. From the very beginnings of Bulgarian written poetry, the most widespread architectonic form of liturgical hymnography was the acroverse. Many examples have been preserved and handed down through copies over the ages.
2 Ivan Metodiev in "Майка на вселената"/ СЛОВОТО http://www.slovo.bg/showwork.php3?AuID=329&WorkID=15310&Level=2 TN: "Az, Buki, Vede, Glagoli" denote the pronunciation of the first 4 letters of the Cyrillic alphabet during the pre-modern period. The words also form a nursery-style rhyme used as a mnemonic.
Considered the height of artistic creation, the first poem in written Slavonic after Such works were handed down as a spiritual "family heirloom," copied and translated into the evolving language, and served to inspire poets and hymnographers for many centuries to come.
Translation: "word-as-deed"
National literature is the creation of writers; the work of translators makes it universal. José Saramago
The consecration of Old Slavonic 4 was understood to mean that it had become a language fit for prayer, a Pentecostal dispensation, the justification for creative endeavor, theologically grounded in and on par with iconography 5 .
A millennium later, echoes of this passionate faith are still heard in the beautiful poem "Prayer" by the great Russian poet, M. Lermontov (1837) A communion of faith and language effected through the alphabet and the written word helped forge a shared national destiny for the Bolgars and the Slavs, the two distinct ethnic groups of the kingdom of Bulgaria, albeit not without bloody conflicts, especially with the resisting pagan aristocracy. There arose other challenges as well. As noted by J. Meyendorff (1979) , 6 the widespread use of the new alphabet and the consequent rendering of liturgical service in the Slavic vernacular had to face the ambivalence and even bitter resistance of the Byzantine clergy and literati, much as the Frankish clergy who held the "heresy of the three languages" had once opposed Saint Cyril"s mission to the Moravian kingdom (ibid).
7
The challenges drew no less spirited defense by the Slavic clergy. Thus, the fiery Chernorizetz Khrabr"s poetic polemics:
6 Though the mission to the Slavs was sponsored by the Byzantines, ""Cyrillo-Methodian ideology" […] characterized by the translation of both Scripture and liturgy into the vernacular language of the newly converted nations [was not always unproblematic]. In actual fact, however, Byzantine churchmen were not always consistent with the principles adopted by the first missionaries; historical evidence shows that enforced Hellenization and cultural integration were also practiced, especially when the empire succeeded in achieving direct political control over Slavic lands" (Meyendorff, 1979: 217) . 7 Cyril and Methodius, during their mission to Moravia and their stay in Venice, had several discussions with Frankish missionaries who believed that the Gospel could be communicated only in the three languages used in Pilate"s inscription on Jesus" cross: Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. By contrast, Cyril and Methodius stressed that, in the East, Slavs, as well as Armenians, Persians, Egyptians, Georgians, and Arabs, praised God in their own languages.
O Pismenah
(An Account of the Letters)
Hitherto, the Slavs lacked books and, being pagans, they could only read and surmise things with marks and notches. When they accepted Christianity, they were compelled to write the Slavic words in Roman and Greek letters […] But how is it possible to write well, with Greek letters, such words as GOD or LIFE or VILLAGE, or CHURCH […] or MAN […] and others like these? And thus it remained for many years.
Thereafter the man-loving God who arranges everything, and who did not abandon man without an intellect, sent unto him Saint Constantine the Philosopher, called Cyril, a righteous and truth-loving man, and he created for them thirty-eight letters: some of them were patterned after the Greek letters, and some of them according to peculiarities of Slavic speech […] […] Still others ask: Why Slavic books? They were created neither by God nor by the angels, nor did they originate from the very beginning like the Hebrew, the Roman and the Greek books, which, coming from the very beginning, are acceptable to God.
And still others wonder why God created letters in the first place […] […] What can we say to such lunatics? But let us answer them as we have learned from the holy books, that everything in due course comes from God and not from anyone else. First of all, God has not created either the Hebrew or the Greek language, but only the Syrian language that Adam spoke, and from Adam to the Deluge, and from the Deluge to the time God distributed the languages at the Tower of Babel, for it is written: "The languages were all mixed up." And as the languages were all mixed up, so were the mores, and the traditions, and the ways of life, and the laws, and the arts, according to the people: to the Egyptians went land-surveying, to the Persians, the Chaldeans, and the Assyrians went astrology, palmistry and witch-craft, bewitching and the other human arts; and to the Hebrews, meanwhile, the holy books, in which it is written that God created the heaven and the earth and everything which is on it and man and everything in an order, as it is written; to the Greeks, meanwhile, he gave grammar, rhetoric and philosophy.
Should you approach a Greek student and ask him who created your letters or translated your books and when, very few of them will know. However, if you approach even the youngest Slav pupil and ask him, "Who has created your alphabet and translated your books," all of them know and the answer they will give you is: "St. Constantine the Philosopher, called Cyril: he created our alphabet and translated our books, along with his brother Methodius." And if you ask him when, he will know and will answer that it was done during the time of the Byzantine Tsar Michael and of Boris the Bulgarian Prince […] in the year 6363 from the Creation of the World.
There are additional answers, too, which we are going to list some other place, for time is running short now. Thus, brothers, God has given intelligence to the Slavs; glory unto Him, honor and power, and veneration now and forever in worlds without end. Amen.
In all the exegetic writings of the period, the main argument is that the proclamation of the Gospel is essential to the very nature of the Christian faith, which is a 10.17771/PUCRio.TradRev.17856 revelation of the eternal Word or Logos of God. This Word must be heard and understood; hence the sacred duty of translating Scripture and worship into the vernacular. J. Meyendorff (1979: 217) 
comments:
This principle -expressed by the Prologue in terms which Martin Luther would not have disavowed -will remain the distinctive characteristic of Orthodox missions, at a time when the Christian West was opting for a unified but dead language -Latin -as the only channel for communicating the Word.
By contrast, the Slavic missionaries justify their translation zeal through a continued appeal to Scripture. In the words of St. Constantine of Preslav:
Since you have learned to hear, Slavic people, Hear the Word, for it came from God, The Word nourishing human souls, The Word strengthening heart and mind.
[…] Therefore St. Paul has taught: "In offering my prayer to God, I had rather speak five words That all the brethren will understand Than ten thousand words which are incomprehensible." Practically all translators were also hymnographers, known as the "angel-voiced" -a direct translation from the Greek. The alphabet also found wide application in musical works, not only textually but in figures and musical notation as well. The liturgical works, though elaborated within the orthodox cannon, were nevertheless original creations. Over time, each Orthodox nationality has appropriated and adapted the verbo-melodic models to the natural rhythmic and melodic sounds of their own unique language and cultural tradition.
Copy in the Middle Ages aimed to achieve a merger with the model. To read the Holy Scripture meant to contemplate God"s manifestation in the entire universe. "To create the physical material of their body (the covers and the binding, the parchment, calligraphy and illuminated miniatures) was part of the symbolic incorporation of mankind in the divine dispensation. Some of these manuscripts were considered "timeless," "eternal," belonging to the whole world, and were richly decorated. They were kept in public view as were icons." , (cf. Petkanova, 1986 .
they were widely circulated due to their closeness to the vernacular and the coining of important Slavic theological equivalents without overburdening the text.
It is in this vein of reasoning that "translation" is rendered very early on as "Slovestno Izkustvo" -"word art", "the art of the word" and St. Cyril calls its practitioner, "Hudojnic", i.e., "Artist".
The Translator
I implore you, fathers and brethren, read and correct, but do not curse [me] . Theodociy
This "hudojnic," this "artist," renders the 13 Producing the manuscript copy was slow and arduous as well as very expensive, especially before the introduction of paper. The commissions came mainly from the king and the nobility. Petrinsky cites the expenses involving the production of a copy of Plato"s works, which took several months to complete. It was for a rich Byzantine bibliophile of Constantinople in 895 and cost 21 nomismi -8 for the parchment and 13 for the work of the copyist. This was equivalent to the value of 95 grams of gold or a ton and a half of wheat. With time and technical innovation, the prices went considerably down. The common practice was to address the demand and give the payment to a monastery; the assignment of the tasks and the selection of the scribe(s) remaining the prerogative of the elders. See Ivan Petrinsky:"Pishi greshnitche I prepisvai!," Sega; With glances of tenderest rapture he greeted His labour of many long years, now completed, The fruit of his vigil, his will-power"s child, Which half of his span upon earth had beguiled -A glorious Life! While it was begotten, All else, even Heaven, he had forgotten! Never did mother so tenderly gaze On her first-born son, nor hero raise Fond eyes to the prize of his desiring! Like a Bible prophet in ancient style, Or the hermit severe of Patmos isle, Who boldly unfolded the secret of darkness And God"s own will on the roll of parchment, Pale and elated, a glance he hurled To darkest chaos, to the starry world, To the gleaming Aegean that softly slumbered, And, raising the pages aloft, he thundered: "Henceforth Bulgarians near and far A history possess and a nation are!"
Let them discover from these my writings That once they were great and again shall be mighty, From glorious Vidin to Athos Mount Our law was esteemed of great account. May all our brothers read here and remember That Greeks are perfidious people and clever, That we have repulsed them -and more than onceThat"s why they can"t stomach the likes of us; That we, too, had kingdoms and capital cities, And native-born patriarchs, saintly figures;
We, too, in this world have performed a good deed, Given all Slav peoples the books they read; When other folk shout: "You Bulgarian!" wildly, Let brothers know this is a name to take pride in. The poet then pledged to be the faithful son defending his beloved mother tongue from the onslaught of blasphemy. Such fidelity and dedication would serve to castigate and put the detractors to shame, declared the last verse of his passionate poem.
But it was all in vain. The disunity of faith could not be overcome.
"Terrifying is the stench of dead words"
L. Gumilev
In the first half of the 20 th century, the great poetic talents, all of whom were also excellent translators, paid homage to the ideological idols of the age; each according to his preferences, molded, stuffed and stifled his art to fit the straight-jacket of a secular half-truth cannon. Sometimes the mutilation ended up in actual "blood sacrifice", through the lethal offices of the executioners of the successive "kingdoms of unbrotherliness."
It was no small irony that the strongest defense of the honor of "tongue and nation" came, nevertheless, in that fateful hour, from the mouth of a well-known ideologue:
At the Nazi show trial in Leipzig on the Reichstag Fire (1933), the communist defendant, the Bulgarian political exile G. Dimitrov, triumphantly changed the very course of the proceedings. Turning the accusations against his own accusers, the showcase went from a pro-fascist to a pro-communist propaganda bonanza that was enthusiastically received by the larger democratic circles throughout Europe and beyond. By the second half of the century, secular orthodoxy, in politics as in culture, needed no semblance of faith and was simply and brutally imposed. Piety, upon demand, was offered theatrically, cynically, and always with underlying motives on the part of the select few poet-bureaucrats. There was no question of freedom of speech or expression, especially through the written word.
Under these circumstances, the foremost factors that had providentially preserved the national spirit and creative self-expression -the Cyrillic alphabet, the banned Orthodox faith, and the highly unfavorable political geography of the country 17 -now conspired to further restrict and alienate Bulgarian poetry. Creative literary activity was forced to run almost exclusively on the tracks of translation of foreign works. This was the only relatively free territory available, and the poets and writers were quick to take advantage of it. Everything they could lay their hands on was translated -from required Perhaps silence is the soul of all things, as a famous poem claims, but the soul of language is not made of silence. The soul of the language is the silence that screams.
Evolving Epilogue
At the end of the first decade of the new millennium, the political tally of roughly 130 years since Bulgarian independence after 1878 stands as follows:
5 major wars -3 regional, in addition to WWI and WWII; 4 mass revolutions -2 nationalist, 2 communist-led.
4, mostly bloody, coup d"états;
This does not include the numerous rebellions and conflicts on smaller scale.
Only the 1989 coup has been sufficiently peaceful to encourage hopes for new, unexplored opportunities. If ever there was a time for the synthetic poetry advocated by O. Mandelshtam, the contemporary "glossolalia" in which all themes and traditions are on call at the will and inspiration of the poet and the listener alike, it certainly is now.
And young Bulgarian poets are hard at work making their difficult multifaceted heritage and current concerns manifest in and through the written word.
But, as all things Bulgarian traditionally go, this stage did not escape one more highly-spirited dispute related to the alphabet, just before the entry of the country into the European Union:
